Solution Brief :: Provider Management

Integrated Provider Management Technology
Increase Speed to Revenue by Conducting
Provider Contracting & Onboarding Together
Start generating reimbursements for services faster by combining
provider contracting and provider onboarding. When provider
contracting, credentialing, enrollment, privileging, and compliance
activities are conducted manually by several departments that
don’t communicate with one another, provider onboarding takes
significantly longer, and the delays are costly.
TractManager has integrated two of its core technologies,
MediTract CLM, the gold standard in healthcare contract lifecycle
management, and CARE, our cloud-based credentialing, privileging,
and enrollment software. This integration allows healthcare
organizations to realize more revenue, faster
We’ve integrated our two proprietary technologies to give you
a single source of truth for provider management.

TractManager’s
MediTract CLM:

MediTract CLM is the only patented healthcarespecific CLM solution designed to centralize,
standardize, and optimize contracting
processes. Our solution increases transparency
and collaboration throughout the contract
lifecycle, resulting in improved productivity and
accountability. Use it to securely manage all your
contracts in a centralized database, create custom
workflows by contract type, and comply with
changing healthcare regulations.

TractManager’s
CARE:

CARE is our credentialing, privileging, and
enrollment software solution. Our CARE software
includes dashboard-driven provider onboarding
workflows, automated primary source verifications,
comprehensive provider enrollment functionality,
and robust reporting capabilities.

Our integrated Provider
Management solution
helps health systems:
• Streamline and automate
critical business processes.
• Accelerate provider
onboarding.
• Recover potentially lost
revenue by decreasing
contracting and onboarding
time frames.
• Reduce credentialing-related
claim denials and edits.
• Improve provider satisfaction
and, by extension, quality of
patient care.
• Mitigate legal, compliance,
and financial risks.

TractManager is the nation’s first Credentialing Verification Organization
(CVO) with an integrated Contract Lifecycle Management solution to achieve
NCQA Accreditation in Credentialing.

How Can We Help You?
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Two Powerful Technologies. One Provider Management Experience.
This integration effectively digitizes provider contracts and monitors critical dates, terms, and notifications.
It automates downstream triggers such as initiating credentialing, finalizing contracting, terminating
contracts, and submitting timely provider notifications.
Because data is validated at the source, changes in provider credentialing can be fed back into contract
management workflows and reports, allowing real-time review and corrections. This integration speeds
up the entire provider contracting and onboarding process so providers can start seeing patients and
getting reimbursed sooner.
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Extend Your Solution with Provider Analytics
Obtain real-time insights into your provider contracts with TractManager’s
Provider Analytics. Scan your contract data housed within MediTract
CLM, the gold standard in healthcare contract lifecycle management, to
discover actionable insights on all provider contracts. Provider Analytics
identifies contract variability that causes compliance concerns and uncovers
opportunities to standardize compensation across physician agreements.
Analyzing the key terms and clauses in provider contracts allows you to
govern your provider relationships better, effectively manage physician total
compensation, comprehend your total responsibility during a merger or
acquisition, and ensure compliance with regulatory requirements associated
with physician compensation.

$100,000
Every month enrollment is
delayed, physician practice
groups and health systems
lose an average of $100,000
for a single primary care
provider. For specialty care,
the losses are even more
staggering at $300,000 per
physician, per month.

To learn more about our Provider Onboarding solutions,
visit www.tractmanager.com.
TractManager empowers the unsung heroes who make healthcare organizations run, with insights
and technology that lead to smarter decisions. From improved sourcing decisions, to compliant
contract lifecycle management, to credentialing and provider management, we help people run
their healthcare systems at peak efficiency, with minimal risk. And when that happens, something
pretty wonderful happens — patients receive better care.
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